
Rules Errata and amendments 
Page 7, 1.2 Base sizes table. The skirmish lines for the over 10mm figures should be 250mm 
by 15mm. 

Page 20, 4.2 On the seventh line of this sentence, the Army Break Point should be 15 and 
not 16.  

Page 23, 5.2 The third paragraph, last sentence should refer to C and not B. 

Page 38, 8.4.1 Being Pushed Back. Add “A Unit Pushed Back which leaves the table cannot 
return. A formed Unit or general Pushed Back off the table suffers a Disaster card. A 
skirmisher Unit Pushed Back off the table suffers a Setback card.” 

Page 39, 8.4.2 In the first sentence of second paragraph add the following: “If the Unit that 
is Pushed Back contacts an enemy Unit or impassable terrain, the Pushed Back Unit will 
halt and become Disordered. If it is already Disordered it will Rout.”  

Page 39, 8.4.3 Replace first sentence with “If a Skirmisher Unit that is Pushed Back contacts 
an enemy Unit or impassable terrain, the Pushed Back Unit will halt and become 
Disordered. If it is already Disordered it will Rout.” 

Page 39, 8.5 Second paragraph remove the word ‘Reform’ from “If a Unit rolls a natural 12 
on a Reform Discipline Test”.  

Page 47, 10. The second paragraph should refer to Defence Pool (twice) and not Discipline 
Pool.  

Page 51, Cause Fear characteristic. Add the following: “Elephants cause fear to any enemy 
Cavalry Units attempting to enter ANY square adjacent to the Elephant Unit not just their 
Zone of Control.” 



Army List Errata and amendments 

Page 71, Belgic army list – Common Units, replace Ferocious Warband with Frenzied 
Warband. Change points cost of Belgic Core List to 36 points. 

Page 73, Change German Core List to 36 points 

Page 78, Change Ancient Spanish Core List to 38 points. 

Page 81, Remove the Imitation Legionaries listed on the Jewish Revolt list roster. 

Page 86, List 20. Roman Local Provincial Governor List. The Cavalry option should only be in 
the rare list. 

Page 90, The Slave Revolt Baggage Camp should have a Combat score of 2. 
Page 94, The Roman Fortified camp should have a Combat score of 3. 

Page 100, Mithridatic/ Pontic forces change army points cost to 49. 

Page 104, Battle of Watling Street, the Iceni Warband remove the Fanatics characteristic 
and replace with Frenzied. 

QRS errata 

Q - Failed reform test, rolled 5 or 6 on reform table, book states additional disorder token 
is taken which would rout the Unit, is this correct, play sheet doesn’t mention it? 
A - On a 5-6 it just stays disordered. It should say the disordered marker stays on the Unit. 

Bibracte Campaign errata 

1st scenario River Arar. The Helvetii Cavalry should have a Manoeuvre score of 2+. 



  
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
As always with any set of rules, on publication we find that people like to ask questions; 
usually LOTS of questions. We have attempted to a assemble the most frequently asked 
here as well as some that are more rare but equally helpful.   
 
Q - Have you a recommended point size for pick up and play games at the club? 
A- I’d suggest 70-80 points for a couple of hours of play with 1-2 players per side. 
 
Q - Are all the scenario maps in the rulebook supposed to be played on a 24 by 16 squares 
playing area? 
A - A typical large battle will be fought over 24 squares by 16 squares, while a more 
modest battle will use 16 squares by 10 squares. Small battles can be fought on just 12 
squares by 8 squares. Most of the scenarios are best suited to be played on the standard 
size. However, the smaller scenarios, such as Bagradas, Nikopolis and Cilician Gates, can 
happily be played with the smaller suggested size table. 
 
Q - When calculating Army Break Point do 'Open Order' infantry count as formed, and so 
add 1 to the Break Point? 
A – Yes, they count as formed infantry and therefore add +1 to the Army break Point. 
 
Q - Are Unit attachments (Devotio, Praetorian Cohorts, etc) intended to be purchased for a 
specific Unit or is it up to the player at deployment what Unit they get attached to? 
A – Normally, I’d purchase them and attach them to specific Units. However, I’ve not 
made it explicit, so if you prefer to allocate these cohorts or devotios down during the 
deployment phase as you place a Unit, then that’s fine. In future scenarios they will be 
included along with details of which Units they were attached to. 
 
Q - Do you have to declare an attempted Manoeuvre, other than a Charge, before you 
carry out a Movement Activation? 
A - No, you can wait and see what you roll first and then decide. 
 
Q - If you fail Movement activation for a Unit with the Nomadic Cavalry characteristic that 
normally allows it to Move and carry out a Ranged Combat, can you still shoot? 
A - Yes, although if it is a second consecutive Movement Activation that rolls a ‘1’ then it 
would be a Reversal of Fortune before the Ranged Combat occurs. 
 
Q - Can Skirmish Lines and Support lines be attached to any Units? 
A - Infantry Skirmishers may normally only be attached to any Units of Infantry, Baggage, 
or Elephants. Some army lists, such as Germans, Numidians and Spanish, are also allowed 
to attach infantry Skirmishers to their Cavalry as well. Cavalry Skirmishers broken into 
Skirmish lines may be attached to other Cavalry Units but not to Elephants or Infantry. 
 
Q- Can Units move backwards during movement or manoeuvre activations? 
A - No, that's why you have to do a Manoeuvre Test with a -1 to About Face. Getting 
5,000 warriors to walk backwards in a cohesive manner is not something you're going to 
be able to do. 
 



 Q - On page 30 in the diagram the Unit that turns left projects his right half to the front 
square after turning. Is it the only way to turn or can be a turn by moving the left part 
backwards and keeping the same level? 
A - You can only turn forwards. You can’t turn backwards. 
 
Q - Can a Warband Unit stop its forward movement once it becomes a flank support for 
another Unit even if it has Movement Points left? 
A - No. It’s got to move the full movement distance. 
 
Q - Can a Warband Unit stop its forward movement if it enters a Zone of Control and then 
would need to take a Manoeuvre Test to continue its forward movement? 
A - No. It has got to take a Manoeuvre Test and attempt to move. These are the 
drawbacks of Warbands! 
 
Q - If I want to spend a Command Point from my Movement Pool to activate a group move 
can they declare a charge activation? 
A – No, just a movement activation.  
 
Q – If I activate a Unit to move and roll a 1, and then use a movement Command Point to 
reroll and I roll a 1 again, does this count as a 2nd 1 on movement activation, so not a 
reversal of fortune? If not, can I use another movement command to reroll again? 
A - The first Unit that activate and re-rolls will count as your first ‘one’. This would 
therefore not count as a Reversal of fortune. You cannot re-roll the movement activation 
a third time as you aren’t allowed to re-roll a re-roll. You could however use another 
Movement Point in a later activation in the same phase. 
 
Q - Does the Combat modifier for charging downhill count if the charge move started on 
the hill but the point of contact is on the flat or only when still higher on the hill at point of 
contact? 
A – It is sufficient for the Unit to begin its movement on the hill. 
 
Q - Can you use a Defence Point to reroll a roll on the Failed Discipline Test table, or decide 
to re-roll an earlier Discipline Test having rolled a poor result on the failed Discipline Test 
table? 
A – No. You cannot spend Defence Points to re-roll on the failed Discipline Table. You 
can’t go back and retrospectively re-roll a Discipline Test either, so it is important to think 
carefully first! 
 
Q - If a skirmisher Unit breaks up into a skirmish line and support lines, do they lose their 
ranged Combat ability? 
A - Yes. This is presumed to be integral to the Combat bonus they provide for short range 
shooting into melee. 
 
Q – Is there an evade option for Skirmishers or Cavalry? 
A – No, although there is an element of this built into the Combat system in the way they 
limit the impact of an ‘Advance’ result on the Combat table to Units with the Skirmisher 
characteristic. 
 
Q - Can Disordered Units support friendly Units in Combat? 
A - Disordered Units do not offer any support to friendly Units. 
 



 Q- Can Units that are facing away from the enemy support friendly Units in Combat? 
A - No, a Unit facing the other way does not provide support. 
 
Q - What happens when a formed Unit is Pushed Back into an enemy skirmish Unit? 
A – It is disordered (see amendment on P39 clarifying it) 
 
Q - In shooting, does the target’s Defence D6 have to match the actual number rolled or 
the modified number? 
A- The Defence D6 has to match the unmodified dice roll. 
 
Q – If a Warband Unit with another Warband Unit providing rear support wins a Combat, 
do both of the Units have to Follow Up or just the one that engaged in the Combat? Do 
Units providing support from the flanks have to follow up as well? 
A – Both Units have to follow up. A single dice is rolled for both Units to see how far they 
move. The Units providing support on the flanks do not follow up. 
 
Q – If a Warband Unit with rear support wants to charge an enemy Unit but this involves 
their rear supporting Unit leaving an enemy ZOC, does a manoeuvre test need to be taken 
by the supporting Unit? 
A – Yes it should still test. If the supporting Unit fails this test, it remains stationary.  
However, you can still carry out the charge and Combat with the front Unit assuming it is 
able to make contact.  After the Combat has been carried out there is a Reversal of 
Fortune for the Unit that failed the Manoeuvre Test. 
 
Q - If Warband Unit with a rear supporting Warband Unit is Pushed Back two squares do 
they move back two squares or just one, as happens if they have formed friendly Units 
behind them? 
A – They move back two squares.  
 
Q - At what stage in the Combat action do you check to remove Skirmish Lines? Before or 
after possible Discipline Tests? 
A – After. The Discipline Test can be affected by some Skirmish Lines with the Cause Fear 
characteristic which modifies the Discipline Test. 
 
Q – If a Skirmisher Unit is Pushed Back into several friendly Units, where does it get moved 
to? 
A – It gets moved to the next available space behind them, even if this is some distance 
away, such as when a skirmisher Unit is hit in the flank and has a battle line of formed 
friendly Units adjacent to it, obliging the Skirmishers to “leap-frog” to the other end of 
the battle line 
 
Q - Can you reroll a Shooting activation with an Attack Point? 
 A – Yes, as this is a Ranged Combat. 
 
Q – If a Unit fails a discipline test after Combat, do 'retiring' Units move a second time? 
A – If a Unit fails a Discipline Test after Combat that results in a Retiring result, the Unit 
has already rolled for being Pushed Back and therefore does not make an additional 
move like it does with a Rout. 
 
Q - If a Unit with Skirmish and Reserve Lines is engaged in Combat on its flank, are the 
Skirmish and Reserve Lines considered in contact with the enemy on the flank? 



 A - They don’t count for the Combat and therefore do not add a Combat bonus or need to 
test to see if they are removed. 
 
 
Q – If a Unit is Pushed Back into a camp, can it enter the camp? 
A – Yes. 
 
Q - If a Unit is Pushed Back into a city can the Unit enter the city? 
A – Yes, assuming there is some sort of entrance and it is not simply city walls which 
would count as impassable terrain.  
 
Q – If a Push Back result is cancelled using a Defence Point, do you still take a Setback 
Card?  Also, if a General is attached to the defeated Unit, do we do a Risk to Generals test?  
A - If a Defence Point is spent to prevent a Unit being Pushed Back you still receive a 
Setback Card and take a General Risk roll (and indeed a Discipline Test if required), just 
cancel the Push Back move. 
 
Q- Can an infantry Unit carry out an Oblique Advance to Follow Up an enemy Unit it has 
Pushed Back if it is not in contact with an enemy Unit? Does this cost two of its Movement 
Points? 
A – The infantry Unit can carry out an Oblique Advance as a follow up move.  However 
this is only if a direct move forward is blocked by a friendly Unit or impassable terrain 
and the Oblique Advance would allow them to move around this obstacle and continue to 
follow up the enemy Unit they Pushed Back. This costs a single Movement Point, allowing 
a following up Unit to maintain contact with an opponent on a good roll. 
 
Note if an enemy Unit is still in contact, the infantry Unit could not carry out an Oblique 
Advance as a Follow Up movement and would stay still. A Cavalry Unit could carry out an 
Oblique Advance as a Follow Up movement even if they had an enemy Unit in contact 
with them. 
 
Q - Can a friendly Unit still provide support against an enemy Unit that is not within its 
Zone of Control? 
A - Yes. Assuming it is not in the Zone of Control of another enemy Unit the friendly Unit 
still provides a support bonus. 
 
Q – Can camps activate for a Combat activation? 
A – No.  
 
Q - Does a camp benefit from friendly supporting Units in Combat? Does a camp provide 
support for other Units? 
A - A camp can be supported in Combat. However, a camp would not offer support to an 
adjacent Unit because it doesn’t have any real offensive capability to help them.  
Arguably, it might guard a flank but realistically its effect would be pretty minimal. 
 
Q – Is a fortified camp with no Unit allocated to guard it always considered defended? 
A - A fortified camp without an additional Unit allocated to guard it uses its own stat line 
and the attacker is still halved – therefore it is still defended. It’s assumed there are 
enough camp followers and reserves to put a few troops on the palisades to offer some 
kind of defence. 
 



 Q – A Unit with the Immobile characteristic can't be Pushed Back. Do they ignore 
completely or still take a Setback card when a Push Back result is inflicted? 
A - They take Setbacks. Immobile just means they effectively roll a ‘1’ on the Push Back 
table. 
 
Q - What is the difference between an 'Open Order Warband' and a 'Warband'? 
A – Open order Warband are meant to represent fierce warriors reliant on fast rushes in 
looser formations, who had a tendency to melt away quickly if the initial rushes failed. In 
contrast the normal Warbands are meant to be densely packed formations of warriors 
with shields overlapped in the front ranks, fighting in a more coherent formation. These 
have a bit more staying power but are fairly clumsy formations to manoeuvre. 
 
Q – Do Roman Legions during all eras use the larger base, and also when splitting off, for 
other Units eg. 3rd line, or single acies do they use regular size base? 
A - I wouldn’t get too hung up on base sizes but my legions that have stripped off the 
third line are just 60mm deep and so are my Units in single acies. In the period covered by 
the main rule book Legions in triple acies might need to be this deep. Roman legions 
sometimes fought in double acies (ie. Two lines of five cohorts).  For this I’d suggest the 
standard Unit depth. 
 
Q - Does a General provide +1 to the Reform Test roll even if he just moved into contact 
with this Unit earlier in the player’s phase? Or does he not count as Attached until the 
following phase as when using a Generalship Point 
A – Yes, a General can add his +1 to Reform Tests even in the turn he attaches himself. He 
cannot however use any Generalship Points he might have in the turn he attaches. 
 
Q - If two friendly Units are directly adjacent to each other and one Unit has the Cause Fear 
characteristic, does the Cause Fear cover the Unit adjacent to them? 
A - The Cause Fear characteristic covers the Zone of Control in front of their Unit. 
Therefore, if two Units were side-by-side, an enemy Unit would still have to test for 
Discipline if it entered the ZOC of the Unit with Cause Fear, but would not test if they did 
not enter the ZOC. Please note the change to the rules re: Elephants and Cavalry in the 
errata. 
 
Q - Parthian shot may shoot in any direction, does this include diagonal or is it just to the 
front, rear and flanks? 
A – No; just backwards or forwards. They still need to be directly in front or directly 
behind the Unit. They can’t really mass enough missile fire to their flanks to justify a 
ranged Combat attack. 
 
Q- Do any Units start with the Brave characteristic? 
A – No, but this can be earned by more experienced Units in a campaign or allocated in 
historical scenarios. 
 
Q - Does attaching a Skirmish Line to a Unit give the Unit the Skirmisher Characteristic? 
A - No. 
 
Q- On the Losing the Eagle chart, when will the ‘other circumstances’ lines be used? 
A - Other circumstances might be due to missile Combat or the effect of a rout from a 
nearby Unit. 
 



 Q - 14.2 Post-battle recovery: the first bullet does not stipulate a modifier. What should it 
be? (-1?) 
A – No modifier, it is a straight roll on the table. 
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Just to be complete, we have included this article as the scenario is a popular one.  The 
Roman Manoeuvre scores are incorrect. The Regular legions should be 3+, the Raw legions 
4+ and the Veteran legions 2+. 

 
 
 
 
 

 




